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Abstract

This article presents a perspective which focuses on the right to access information as a mean to ensure a non-discriminatory character of algorithms by providing an alternative to the right to explanation implemented in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). I adopt the evidence-based assumption that automated decision-making technologies have an inherent discriminatory potential. The example of a regulatory means which to a certain extent addresses this problem is the approach based on privacy protection in regard to the right to explanation. The Articles 13-15 and 22 of the GDPR provide individual users with certain rights referring to the automated decision-making technologies. However, the right to explanation not only may have a very limited impact, but it also focuses on individuals thus overlooking potentially discriminated groups. Because of this, the article offers an alternative approach on the basis of the right to access information. It explores the possibility of using this right as a tool to receive information on the algorithms determining automated decision-making solutions. Tracking an evolution of the interpretation of Article 10 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Right and Fundamental Freedoms in the relevant case law aims to illustrate how the right to access information may become a collective-based approach towards the right to explanation. I consider both, the potential of this approach, such as its more collective character e.g. due to the unique role played by the media and NGOs in enforcing the right to access information, as well as its limitations.

1 Introduction

The discriminatory potential of automated decision-making solutions has been debated for some time now. Yet, it has only recently received more attention because of the growing, and sometimes contentious, capacities of algorithmic solutions. Publications such as Weapons of Math Destruction or Automating Inequality: How High-Tech Tools Profile, Police, and Punish the Poor inform the broader audience on the threats created by the profiling and algorithms to the most vulnerable groups in society. The fact that algorithms often tend to reproduce human biases and, therefore, to repeat existing discriminatory mechanisms inspires the search for solutions that could guarantee the transparency of automated decision-making processes.

One of these solutions is the right to explanation. The controversy concerning the right to explanation was sparked by colliding opinions on the existence of this right in the General Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter GDPR) and the scope of the GDPR’s provisions. The right to explanation can be briefly described as tools that allow the person who is subjected to automated decision-making to be informed about this fact and about the reasoning standing behind this decision. Its function is to provide an individual with instruments that would allow to avoid the discriminatory potential of automated decision-making solutions. The boundaries of this concept’s embodiment in the GDPR provoke discussion among scholars triggering the need to search other solutions that may address the threats and challenges posed by the discriminatory potential of automated decision-making solutions. In the article, I present an alternative approach on the basis of perceiving algorithms as information.

I argue that the right to access information could be considered as a more collective-based alternative to right to explanation. The motivation for seeking such an alternative results from limited scope of the right to
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5. Under the term ‘collective-based’ and ‘collective’, I understand (1) the special role of media and NGOs, which has been recognised especially by the European Court of Human Rights when realising the right to access information; (2) the character of explanation, which not just refers to a particular individual, but rather offers a model-centric explanation, thus referring to the system, not to the particular decision.
explanation implemented in the GDPR. I examine the legal possibilities of achieving model-centric explanation. 6 Under this term, I understand the solutions that would allow to infer how a system of automated decision-making is structured, for example, inform on all the factors that are taken under consideration in a certain automated decision-making system, their weights, method of assessing the results and so forth. The article is an attempt to examine the possibilities and the limits of applying the right to access information as a way to realise the right to explanation. This would allow us to avoid, to a certain extent, the discriminatory treatment that could result from automated decision-making implemented by the state. The current analysis is indeed strictly focused on automated decision-making solutions that are linked to the state’s operations and constitute the examples of state’s ‘monopoly of information’. Such limitation is warranted by the case law of the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter ECHR) on which I base my arguments. Even though the ECHR broadened the interpretation of Article 10 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Right and Fundamental Freedoms (hereinafter Europe Convention), 7 it is debatable if and to what extent the said article is applicable to private entities. Although I do not intend to exclude the possibility of using the approach on the basis of the right to access information in a broader range of situations (e.g. concerning horizontal relations), this article focuses specifically and solely on automated decision-making that may occur in the state’s operations. In this vein, the article aims to primarily present the reasoning justifying the usage of the right to access information so that a model-centric explanation of automated decision-making solutions used by states is made available for scrutiny.

In order to achieve this goal, the article is structured as follows. The second section starts with some initial remarks on the potential sources of discriminatory treatment in case of automated decision-making. It presents the characteristics of the prohibition on discrimination in EU law and, by doing so, the scope of application of the reasoning developed in the article: this includes exploring the relation between, on the one side, the European Convention and its interpretation and, on the other side, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (hereinafter Charter) 8 and its impact on the European law. The third section provides an overview of the possible limitations arising from the approach based on the right to explanation as set out in the GDPR. This would stress the need of having further legal means in order to achieve higher level of automated decision-making transparency. The section ends with the reasons why there is a need to approach the automated decision-making discriminatory potential from a more collective perspective. The fourth section discusses the right to access information in the European law. In this section, the evolution of the interpretation of Article 10 of the European Convention is presented. Its aim is to assess the possibility of using the right to access information whereby states’ institutions employ automated decision-making, for example, when providing health services, benefits for the unemployed or the recruitment processes in case of public education.

The goal of this section is to present the reasoning standing behind the argument that the right to access information can, to a certain extent, constitute an alternative to the right to explanation. The fifth section concludes.

2 Discriminatory Potential of Solutions Using Automated Decision-Making

2.1 Technological Perspective on Discriminatory Potential of Automated Decision-Making Solutions

It is important to notice that the discriminatory potential of automated decision-making has several sources. There are two main sources of concerns, which result from the methods used while preparing solutions allowing automated decision-making. The first one is the character of data used to develop the algorithms. The second one is the choices that are made when deciding which of the collected data should be perceived as important factors influencing the final result of processing. 9 Automated decision-making is – paradoxically – resistant to social changes. Firstly, the input is historically biased: as data on which decisions are based are historical, they can be inherently burdened with prejudice against minorities. 10 Secondly, the decision which of the analysed data should be considered as important is a matter of choice. Machine bias, 11 which is the result of the necessary choices made when testing the program, is the result of the necessity to subject data to generalisation in order to achieve any meaningful

9. Though these two reasons differ, when analyzing certain cases, they usually appear to be linked to each other.
11. This has been subjected to research as early as 1980. Conclusion of the T. Mitchell’s study was, ‘if biases and initial knowledge are at the heart of the ability to general beyond observed data, then efforts to study machine learning must focus on the combined use prior knowledge, biases, and observation in guiding the learning process. It would be wise to make the biases and their use in controlling learning just as explicit as past research has made the observations and their use.’ T. Mitchell, ‘The Need For Biases in Learning Generalizations’, Techreport, at 3 (1980) https://bit.ly/2K886cl (last visited 4 May 2018).
results. Therefore, the categorisation and segmentation, when trying to create automated decision-making solutions, is necessary. However, it must not be forgotten that the choice of what criteria are used for the categorisation are not neutral. Allowing artificial intelligence to analyse the discriminatory present, in order to make automated decisions that determine the future, causes the impression of objectiveness. Lack of human input into this process could be perceived as a tool for making it fairer. However, one should not forget who provides data and tools for analysis.\(^\text{12}\)

Referring to the example of algorithms that should support crime prevention, one can say that the selection of a post code as a meaningful variable illustrates the machine bias problems.\(^\text{13}\) As it is known that certain districts are inhabited mostly by people of colour, using this variable to assess the risk that the individual may pose in the future has highly discriminatory potential.\(^\text{14}\) Another example is the usage of automated decision-making technology to determine what kind of support unemployed person should get: the variables that are taken into account might affect the kind of help that one gets.\(^\text{15}\) Arbitrary selection of the meaningful variables may lead to the discrimination of certain groups in the society based on their ethnicity, gender and so forth, thus repeating the discriminatory mechanisms that exist nowadays.

The described mechanisms refer to groups of individuals who share a common characteristic. The discriminatory potential of automated decision-making solutions may therefore have an impact on whole groups, being a potential threat for collective discrimination. However, it can be questioned whether the concept of dividing individuals into groups must necessarily involve discrimination. One could argue that the mechanisms that caused the segmentation of individuals and led to
differentiated treatment have always been somehow present. Therefore, the collective discrimination – which can be the result of the above-mentioned mechanisms – is not a unique phenomenon that appears when applying automated decision-making solutions. Moreover, one could argue that it is too early to accuse the technologies that are being developed of discriminatory potential. However, what makes the segmentation in the digital space different from the one in the traditional services sector are the numerous obstacles to the transparency of the divisions that are implemented, for example, intentional concealment by states and corporations or lack of adequate technical and digital literacy of the individuals. From the legal perspective, the obstacles for reaching transparency are, for example, regulations that ensure protection of intellectual property and trade secrets that are necessary to protect the profits of companies developing such solutions.\(^\text{16}\) The conflict of interest between subjects making profit – in terms of both monetary character and the efficiency of the processes – thanks to the use of databases and algorithms and the subjects of decisions that are based on big data analysis, will have an impact on the process of spreading automated solutions. As the number of areas in which algorithms are used grows,\(^\text{17}\) so grows the disproportion in knowledge on automated decision-making between the broader public and narrow groups of specialists. As a result, these processes produce the need to provide a regulatory framework that would ensure compliance of automated decision-making solutions with the general prohibition on discrimination.

### 2.2 Discriminatory Potential of Automated Decision-Making Solutions and the Prohibition on Discrimination in European Law

The above-described discriminatory potential of automated decision-making solutions may be perceived as to a certain extent – a threat to the prohibition on discrimination in the European law. This section presents the character of the prohibition on discrimination in the European law. In doing so, it also presents the scope of the usage of the reasoning, which I present in the article.

On the basis created by the European Convention, the prohibition on discrimination on the grounds indicated in the Article 14 refers to the enjoyment of the substantive rights that are guaranteed by the European Convention itself. To a certain extent, the scope of the prohibition was expanded by Protocol 12 to the European Convention.\(^\text{18}\) According to Protocol 12, the ban on discrimination covers any right that is guaranteed at the national level, even where this does not fall within the

\(^{12}\) As V. Eubanks puts it, ‘Once the big blue button is clicked and the AFST [Allegheny Family Screening Tool] runs, it manifests a thousand invisible human choices. But it does so under a cloak of evidence-based objectivity and infallibility’, above n. 2, at 316 (epub edition).


\(^{14}\) Above-mentioned mechanisms allow scholars to claim, ‘The use of algorithmic profiling for the allocation of resources is, in a certain sense, inherently discriminatory: profiling takes place when data subjects are grouped in categories according to various variables, and decisions are made on the basis of subjects falling within so-defined groups. It is thus not surprising that concerns over discrimination have begun to take root in discussions over the ethics of big data’ – B. Goodman and S. Flaxman, above n. 4, at 3.


\(^{17}\) For complex enumeration of such branches and analysis of the algorithms’ impact on society in popular science: O’Neill, above n. 1.

scope of a European Convention. As only a few countries ratified Protocol 12, the level of protection against discrimination differs across Europe. The consequences of the possible usage of the right to access information in cases referring to the automated decision-making are as follows. In countries that are parties of the European Convention, the case would have to refer to the right to access information on the functioning of discriminatory automated decision-making system in the area covered by the substantive rights guaranteed by the European Convention. The hypothetical example could refer to the usage of the right to access information on the functioning of automated distribution of cases between judges in relation to the possible threat to the realisation of the right to fair trial. In countries that ratified Protocol 12, the case could additionally refer to rights guaranteed at the national level. In both possibilities, the right to access information would serve as a tool to realise effectively another right that must have been endangered due to the possible discriminatory treatment.

In terms of the prohibition on discrimination in the EU, the relevant provision is set out in Article 21 of the Charter. The scope of prohibition on discrimination refers to the EU’s institutions and bodies actions and the actions of the Member States when implementing the EU’s law. It is necessary to note that according to the Charter the content of rights should be understood in accordance with the ones guaranteed by the European Convention. Additionally, selected areas and grounds of potential discrimination are covered by the equality directives: the Employment Equality Directive, the Racial Equality Directive, the Gender Goods and Services Directive and the Gender Equality Directive. The character of the prohibition of discrimination for the EU law may also be enshrined by the fact of recognising it as a general principle of the EU law: ‘The principle of equal treatment is a general principle of EU law, enshrined in Article 20 of the Charter, of which the principle of non-discrimination laid down in Article 21(1) of the Charter is a particular expression. However, it must be noted that the overall material scope of prohibition on discrimination in the EU law remains limited: the material scope of specific non-discrimination provisions in EU law is often quite limited and uneven. For example, whilst Directive 2000/78/EC only applies in the field of employment and occupation, the material scope of Directive 2000/43/EC is considerably broader, also including e.g. employment-related social security, further access and supply of goods and services, and other matters such as education and social advantages. The only exception to this is the prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality, which applies in the full scope of EU law.

As the result of such a character of the prohibition on discrimination in the EU law, the reasoning presented in the article might be used in case of automated decision-making implemented by the EU’s institutions and bodies. Moreover, it could be used in case of the EU’s Member States in the areas covered by the EU law. The scope of the possible discriminatory treatment resulting from the usage of automated decision-making solutions would have to refer to the grounds on which discrimination is prohibited in this area. The exception would be, as indicated in the quote above, discrimination on grounds of nationality. The character of ban on discrimination on grounds of nationality is more general. If interpreted in accordance with the case law analysed in this article, the right to access information might provide a tool to check if the automated decision-making solutions implemented by the state is within the area of the EU law. The right to access information could provide an insight into the question if automated decision-making solutions implemented by the state and concerning, for example, employment or access to vocational education as guaranteed by Directive 2000/43/EC are not a source of a discriminatory treatment on the basis of sexual orientation, religion or belief, age or disability.

Before presenting the arguments that support such a hypothesis, it is necessary to present the regulatory solutions proposed so far to deal with the issue of potential discrimination resulting from the automated decision making. Such a solution is the right to explanation as implemented in the GDPR. The analysis of the said right is the heart of the next section.

22. Art. 52, ibid. This is also the reason why in the article I focus on the analysis of the content of the ECtHR’s case law referring to the relevant article.
3 Right to Explanation: An Approach Based on the Data Protection Framework

3.1 Right to Explanation in the GDPR
The term and concept of the right to explanation has been developed as a tool to ensure privacy protection and should — for now — be understood mainly as an element of data protection law. The discriminatory character of automated decision-making procedures is to a certain extent addressed at the EU level by the GDPR. The data subject, according to the Articles 13-15 of the GDPR, should be informed about:

- the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling, referred to in Article 22(1) and (4) and, at least in those cases, meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such processing for the data subject.

The Articles 13-15 of the GDPR refer to, respectively, information that is to be provided where personal data are collected from the data subject, information that is to be provided where personal data have not been obtained from the data subject and the right of accessing data by the data subject. The common provision regarding ‘meaningful information’, which should be delivered to the data subject, can be perceived as a step towards increasing the level of consciousness of individuals in the area of automated decision-making. To a certain extent, these obligations may address the above-mentioned issue of insufficient digital literacy. However, the lack of precision regarding the scope of ‘meaningful information about the logic involved’ leads to a broad informational obligation that seems difficult to pin down.

Moreover, the possibility of combating online discrimination on the basis created by the GDPR is weakened by the fact that — as a general rule — the GDPR allows both automated individual decision-making and profiling. According to the GDPR, the data subject is granted the right ‘not to be subjected to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her’. The threshold set for the possibility of opposing the automated decision-making is relatively high. Firstly, this right refers to a decision, not to the processing itself. Therefore, it allows developing technologies that may be discriminatory and introduces its control on the last level of the process, when the decision in question has been already made. The adopted form of the GDPR does not address the problems that result from the lack of the automated decision-making technologies’ transparency, from the perspective of the individual. Secondly, Article 22 of the GDPR refers to a decision based solely on automated processing. As a result of such phrasing, decisions predominantly based on automated processing would be excluded from its scope. This may significantly limit the number of decisions that may be questioned on the basis guaranteed by the GDPR. Thirdly, doubts should be raised with regard to the understanding of the denotation ‘similarly significantly affects’. The impact of the decision may differ depending on the individual conditions of, for example, economic or social character. The phrasing implemented in the GDPR can strengthen the role of discretion in the process of assessing the decision’s character. Moreover, there are three grounds on which automated individual decision-making can be justified — including the user’s consent — which make it even more difficult to visualise the potential impact of Article 22 as threatening the practices of automated decision-making and profiling in the web. Even though the GDPR provides grounds to debate the right to explanation and its character, it seems to offer limited possibilities to effectively address the challenges linked to the discriminatory potential of automated decision-making technologies.

Having said that, it is necessary to note two additional factors that provide motivation for searching alternative legal means to ensure a non-discriminatory character of the digital space. The first is the extent to which the logic involved in automated processing should be revealed to the data subject. As is stated in recital 63 of the GDPR, ‘that right should not adversely affect the rights or freedoms of others, including trade secrets or intellectual property and in particular the copyright protecting the software’. The unrestrained development of data-driven economy and high level of personal data protection is hardly achievable, which can be illustrated by the above-mentioned example of limiting the initial scope of the GDPR’s Article 22: the protection against automated decision-making refers to the decision based solely on automated processing, which leaves aside the decisions based predominantly on automated processing. On the one hand, it does not impede the possibility of developing solutions using automated decision-making as the vital factor influencing certain decision. On the other hand, due to such phrasing the individual’s right to explanation may cease to have any real effect.

The second problem is predominantly individual character of the right to explanation included in the GDPR.

30. Profiling in GDPR is presented as a special category of individual decision-making; Art. 22, Ibid.
31. Ibid.
32. The authors of ‘Why a right to explanation of automated decision-making does not exist in the general data protection regulation’ point out the evolution of the proposed scope of the Art. 22. The legislative process led to the exclusion of denomination ‘predominantly’ from the final version of this legal act: S. Wachter, B. Mittelstadt & L. Floridi, above n. 4, at 92.
33. Art. 22(2), above n. 3.
34. Ibid., Rec 63.
Even the phrasing, namely the term ‘automated individual decision-making’, shows its focus on an individual perspective: it is the individual who is subjected to the decision in question. It is the individual who can object to the decision based on automated decision-making. Such an approach somehow leaves aside the question of a possible collective character of discriminatory practices, which are based on big data analysis. Simultaneously, so-far-identified and described impact of the machine bias when implementing the automated decision-making solutions shows that it affects the minorities and the most vulnerable groups in the society. The possibility of collective discrimination resulting from automated decision-making should provoke questions about the legal means in the GDPR, which can allow to combat such threats.

3.2 Doubts Concerning the Collective Dimension of the Right to Explanation in the GDPR

In case of automated decision-making one should ask: what if ‘I’ is also a ‘we’? What if this particular decision that has been taken in one case is in fact representative for a whole group in the society, which has been defined on the basis of big data analysis? The tension between personalisation and big data–based technologies becomes more evident nowadays: the individualisation of content presented to individuals is only possible due to the analysis of data of millions. Defining common characteristics allows to undertake actions in scale of millions of individuals. Effectiveness of profiling is the result of the algorithms’ being fed enormous data collections. Therefore, one could wonder what law can offer in terms of applying right to explanation in order to address the collective dimension of discriminatory potential and risks posed by the automated decision-making technologies. In terms of the GDPR’s provisions, one could evoke Article 35. It refers to carrying out a data protection impact assessment if it is likely to result in high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons. However, it must be noted that impact assessment is not addressed to the broader public. It does not empower the users or groups of users, and it does not allow the users or groups of users to take any control over the process of assessing the potential impact of data processing. As such, it does not constitute an element of the right to explanation.

Considering the GDPR’s collective dimension, it is necessary to examine Article 80. It allows the data subject to mandate a not-for-profit body, organisation or association to lodge the complaint on its behalf. Moreover, Article 80(2) provides the Member States of the EU with the opportunity to grant anybody, an organisation or an association referred to in Article 80(1) independently of the data subject’s mandate, the right to lodge a complaint and to exercise certain rights included in the GDPR. However, this representation refers to the rights granted in the GDPR and therefore the limits to the right to explanation apply to the proceedings initiated on the basis of Article 80. They focus on the particular decision referring to the individual. The abstract control, understood as a legal equivalent of the above-described model-centric explanation, potentially performed by an NGO may, but does not have to, be allowed by the Member States. This can lead to a conclusion that in the GDPR there are no obligatory legal means that ensure transparency of the overall mechanisms standing behind automated decision-making solutions. There is only a slight possibility for single individuals to receive information on the grounds of a decision about their own individual case. However, it is not possible for a potentially discriminated group to examine in abstracto the systemic dimension of automated decision-making solutions and their discriminatory potential. The discretionary power of the Member States on this matter could prevent the potential development of tools which would allow wide engagement of the civil society organisations in issues related to the right to explanation. Therefore, I propose to analyse to what extent the right to access information may fill the GDPR’s shortcomings. Does focusing not on ‘data’ itself but on ‘information’ may strengthen the users’ position? May it result with providing the individuals with the insight into the logic standing behind the automated decision-making solution? May it be a tool used for receiving model-centric explanation instead of one focused on a particular decision?

3.3 Right to Explanation in the GDPR and Right to Access Information: The Necessity of Shifting from Individual- to Collective-Based Approach

It is necessary to note that the above-mentioned right to explanation in the GDPR technically could refer both to the overall system functionality focused on a certain group (model-centric explanation) and to the specific decisions concerning an individual. The term used in Articles 13–15 of the GDPR, namely, ‘logic involved’, could – if interpreted broadly – provide the user with more general information on the system that allows automated decision-making. However, it might as well refer solely to the elements of the system, which had an impact on the decision concerning individual in the particular case. As the approach presented in the GDPR seems to suggest, the information on the logic involved in the processing should predominantly help to understand why this particular ‘one’ was subjected to a certain decision. This approach – more probable when one takes into account the valuable character of programmes

36. For detailed case study, see: Eubanks, above n. 2.
37. Art. 35, above n. 3. Art. 35(3) includes list of three cases in which impact assessment shall be required.
38. Art. 35, ibid.
41. Wachter, Mittelstadt & Floridi, above n. 4, at 78.
used to perform activities leading to automated decision-making – contradicts the attitude presented by some scholars regarding the specific character of big data analysis: to a certain extent collecting and processing data may lead to ‘learning nothing about an individual while learning useful information about a population’.42 Far from espousing such a one-sided approach, I would argue that big data-based technologies cause a feedback loop effect: as growing collection of data on individuals increases the possibilities of identifying group characteristics, the detailed characteristic of a group allows to complete an individual profile on the basis of information about the group, to which one seems to belong. Referring to the term used by M. Hildebrandt,43 this can lead to the creation of ‘non-distributive group profiles’: assigning one to a certain group on the basis of selected characteristics of an individual (selected personal data). Even though there may be significant determinants that are not taken into account, and which could change the way in which one is classified, they are not considered as valid for such a classification.44

The limitations of the approach based on the personal data protection can be stressed by evoking the Court of Justice of the European Union’s (hereinafter ECJ) case law concerning personal data. In the case YS v. Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel the ECJ notices that ‘the data in the legal analysis contained in that document, are “personal data” within the meaning of that provision, whereas, by contrast, that analysis cannot in itself be so classified’.55 The analogy with automated decision-making system shows that the individual may receive access to the personal data used to make a decision and to the decision itself; however, the analysis remains outside the scope of the term ‘personal data’ and therefore cannot be subjected to such an access. The concept of personal data involves the possibility of linking certain information with a particular individual, for example, one’s name and surname, e-mail address containing one’s surname and place of work or IP address.46 As explained earlier, the source of potential discrimination in case of automated decision-making solution may not be linked to the individual and his or her personal data: it may be the result of how the particular automated decision-making system was structured. In order to achieve effective protection against the possible discrimination, it is necessary to shift from the perspective focused on an individual and personal data to the perspective that focuses on a group and the information on how the automated decision-making system works. The advantage of the solution based on the right to access information is its more systemic approach towards the prohibition on discrimination. Taking into consideration the material scope of the non-discrimination provisions in the EU law explained earlier, its possible usage might be illustrated with the following example of the potential discrimination on grounds of nationality. The approach based on the right to access information would allow, for example, to check if the automated decision-making solution, which is implemented by the state, is somehow determined to result with the unequal treatment of the country’s citizens and the nationals of the other Member States due to the factors that are taken into account when analysing data. It would allow to determine whether the systemic solutions based on automated decision-making and implemented by the Member State, are in accordance with the prohibition on discrimination. The next section presents reasoning standing behind the hypothesis that the right to access information might be a tool to achieve such a model-centric explanation, focused on exploring the discriminatory potential of automated decision-making solution, instead of being focused on protection of individual’s personal data, which in fact only fuels the automated decision-making solution.

4 Right to Explanation: An Approach Based on the Right to Access Information

4.1 Right to Access Information as a Human Right: Evolution of Interpretation of the European Convention’s Article 10

Recognising the right to access information as a human right is not obvious. Even though Article 10 of the European Convention and Article 11 of the Charter provide the individuals with the ‘right … to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers’,47 only in

42. C. Dwork and A. Roth, ‘The Algorithmic Foundations of Differential Privacy’, 9 Theoretical Computer Science 211, at 215 (2013). Similarly: ‘We should acknowledge the change, and accept that privacy is a public and collective issue’ – P. Casanovas, L. De Koker, D. Mendelson & D. Watts, ‘Regulation of Big Data: Perspectives on Strategy, Policy, Law and Privacy’, 7 Health and Technology 1, at 13 (2017); and ‘predictions based on correlations do not only affect individuals, which may act differently from the rest of the group to which have been assigned, but also affect the whole group and set it apart from the rest of society’ – A. Mantelero, ‘Personal Data for Decisive Purposes in the Age of Analytics: From an Individual to a Collective Dimension of Data Protection’, 32 Computer Law & Security Review 238, at 239 (2016).


44. Which is the effect of above-mentioned source of potential discrimination, namely the choices made during the meaningful variables data selection.


46. Case C-582/14, Patrick Breyer v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland, [2016], ECLI:EU:C:2016:779.

47. The phrasing of ECHR and the Charter is in this regard the same. The content of the Articles is similar to the Art. 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (‘to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers’) – Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948, General Assembly resolu-
2006 has the ECHR begun to interpret Article 10 of the European Convention broadly. The ECHR’s judgments stress the conditionality of the right to access information and therefore remain behind other human right bodies, for example, Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which have already recognised a self-standing right to access information. The reason for such temperance is the grounds on which the broad interpretation of Article 10 is based. The ECHR’s interpretation results not from the literal reading of the European Convention. It is mostly the result of broad consensus that can be observed regarding the right to access information both on the international level and on the level of the domestic laws of the overwhelming majority of Council of Europe Member States.

In this section, I present the selected case law that illustrates the change in the ECHR’s approach towards the right to access information and the general tendencies concerning the ECHR’s interpretation of the right to access information, which can be drawn from the analysed cases. The recognition of a right to access information in the ECHR’s case law dates back to 2006. The case Sdružení Jihočeské Matky v. Czech Republic concerned information demanded by a non-governmental organisation about a nuclear power plant. Even though the ECHR decided that essentially technical information about the nuclear power station did not reflect a matter of public interest, it opened the possibility of interpreting Article 10 of the ECHR as a source of demanding access to administrative documents from public institutions. The shift that came with Sdružení Jihočeské Matky v. Czech Republic is unprecedented. Even though Article 10 offers several reasons for which the scope of information shared publicly may be limited, the overall attitude towards the right to access information has changed. The right to access information has been recognised as an element of Article 10: as a rule – under certain conditions – the public should be given access to the relevant information, and as an exception the limitations to this rule could be evoked.

The confirmation of such a notion can be found in Társaság a Szabadságjogkért v. Hungary. The Hungarian NGO requested the Constitutional Court to grant them access to the complaint pending before it. The Constitutional Court denied the request, explaining that a complaint could not be made available to outsiders without the approval of its author on the basis of the protection of the Member of Parliament’s personal data. The ECHR explicitly stated, ‘The Court has recently advanced towards a broader interpretation of the notion of freedom to receive information and thereby towards the recognition of a right of access to information.’

Due to the public character of the information requested by the NGO, the ECHR confirmed that denying access to the complaint was a violation of Article 10. The occasion to strengthen the trend of broad interpretation of Article 10 resulted from the proceeding initiated by the Austrian non-governmental organisation demanding access to decisions regarding transfers of ownership of agricultural and forest land in Tirol: Österreichische Vereinigung zur Erhaltung, Stärkung und Schaffung eines Wirtschaftlich Gesunden Land- und Forst-Wirtschaftlichen Grundbesitzes v. Austria. According to the judgement, the applicant association was therefore involved in the legitimate gathering of information of public interest. Its aim was to carry out research and to submit comments on draft laws, thereby contributing to public debate.

The ECHR stated that the reasoning standing behind such an interpretation can be based on the fact that the state’s monopoly on information actually interferes with the activities performed by NGOs as social ‘watchdogs’.

When explaining the threshold criteria, which need to be fulfilled in order to evoke the right to access information in the case Magyar Helsinki Bizottság v. Hungary, the ECHR enumerates four conditions. Firstly, ‘the purpose of the person in requesting access to the information held by a public authority is to enable his or her exercise of the freedom to “receive and impart
of Article 10 of the European Convention and towards
the relationship between the state and the guards
of democratic values embodied by the media and NGOs
could have an impact on the right to access information
in regard to digital space. However, the possibilities and
limits of such a concept in regard to algorithms need to
be explored. In the next sub-section, I present the issues
that should be considered in order to apply Article 10
to scrutinise or prevent discriminatory treatment when
applying automated decision-making technologies.

4.2 Right to Access Information in Digital
Space: Algorithms as Information of Public
Interest

In order to examine the legal viability to apply the right
to access information to issues resulting from the develop-
ment of digital economy, three issues shall be consid-
ered. Firstly, I analyse whether algorithms on which
automated decision-making is based can be viewed as
information. Secondly, I examine the condition of being
information of public interest, as it may limit the extent
to which Article 10 can apply in regard to automated
decision-making. Thirdly, the character of information
that could potentially be received in case of automated
decision-making technologies should be identified.

The possibility of understanding an algorithm as an
information is based on the view that algorithms, in
their broad – and original – meaning, are chains of com-
mands, or, as Robin K. Hill briefly puts it, ‘finite,
abstract, effective, compound control structure’.64 Their
characteristics include ‘accomplishing a given purpose
under given provisions’.65 However, nowadays a seman-
tic shift from this purely theoretical sense towards a
more pragmatic meaning is taking place. In public dis-
course, the term algorithm usually refers to ‘the imple-
mentation and interaction of one or more algorithms in a
particular program, software or information system’.66

In both cases – the mathematical approach and the one
represented in public discourse – an algorithm can be
presented as a nexus: it allows for analysis of data and
gaining meaningful results. Therefore, it may be per-
ceived as information on how the process is organised.
The key element of applying Article 10 to automated
decision-making technologies is to disenchant algo-
rithms and view them simply as information on how the
architecture of automated decision-making processes
– irrespective of the level of their complexity – has been
designed, that is, which variables are considered as
meaningful. This perspective on the algorithm complies

---

59. Ibid., para. 161.
60. Ibid., para. 162.
61. Ibid., para. 170.
62. The example of such an approach: ‘The Court observes that the right to
freedom to receive information basically prohibits a Government from
restricting a person from receiving information that others wish or may
9248/81, para. 74; or: ‘That freedom cannot be construed as imposing
on a State, in circumstances such as those of the present case, positive
obligations to collect and disseminate information of its own motion’ –
Guerra and Others v. Italy, ECHR (1998) No. 14967/89, para. 53. The
fact that state is under no circumstances obliged to disseminate
information of its own motion has been confirmed in Magyar Helsinki
Bizottság v. Hungary, above n. 49, para. 156. The tension between lack
of positive obligations from the state’s side and its more active role pro-
moted by the above-mentioned judgements probably will result with
continuation of the case law explaining the conditions that should be
met when using the right to access information, for example, what is
information of public interest? How to address the state’s monopoly of
information?
63. Simultaneously not being obliged to perform information activities out
of its own motion, see above n. 62.
64. R.K. Hill, ‘What an Algorithm is’, 29 Philosophy & Technology 35, at 44
(2016).
65. Ibid., at 47. This understanding of algorithms implies that they do not
have to be even digitized: ‘Algorithms need not be software: in the
broadest sense, they are encoded procedures for transforming input
data into a desired output, based on specified calculations’ – T. Gilles-
K. Foot (eds.), Media Technologies, Essays on Communication, Materi-
with the above-described condition of the requested information being ‘ready and available’. On the basis of the relevant case law, it is impossible to argue that the state should provide the analysis of how automated decision-making solution works. Nevertheless, it could be obliged to provide the access to the raw algorithm itself. This might be perceived as a path to ensuring model-centric explanation of automated decision-making solutions to broader public.

Considering the second issue, this analysis is limited to information of public interest, even though the automated decision-making process can refer to an infinite number of issues. Due to, for example, the dominant character of the ECHR’s case law regarding the right to access information as well as above-mentioned conflict of rights between the intellectual property rights and the right to access information, my argument here is strictly limited to the automated decision-making technologies used by the state’s institution (the algorithms that underpin operations of the state).76 Following the case law of the ECHR, the condition that would have to be fulfilled on demanding the access to information in question is the existence of state’s ‘monopoly of information’,68 which is described in the ECHR’s case law as a form of censorship. The logic presented in the ECHR’s case law runs as follow: in case of the refusal of access to the information on how the system works, the state who possessed ‘monopoly of information’ would limit the possibilities on media and NGOs to exercise their function of conducting informed public debate. Therefore, the hypothesis of this article could be applied to algorithms that determine the knowledge about issues that constitute matters of public interest, as their importance for the public debate may not be questioned.

I would suggest that the automated decision-making technologies used to determine access to social benefits or automatically assign juries could serve as possible examples. I would argue that in case of automated decision-making solutions used to provide public services, such as public insurance, public education or public health services, the relevant algorithms could be subjected to the more proactive interpretation of the right to information, which has been developed by the ECHR. Not only do the states exercise information monopoly in these areas, but their impact on public matters of special interest to the society could also be considered as a reason for ensuring the transparency of the organisation process.

This characteristic of the right to access information shows the differences between approaching the right to explanation from the perspective of data protection and from the perspective of the right to access information. Contrary to the GDPR-based approach, which ultimately is focused on the effects of automated decision-making for a particular individual, the approach based on the right to information would allow for a more abstract and general control of the mechanisms determining automated decision-making. Firstly, it could justify access to the documents that regulate decision-making procedures concerning groups of people, allowing to apply a more collective perspective than the one focused solely on the individual, as is the case with the GDPR.69 Secondly, the collective dimension of the right to access information is strictly linked to the special position of the media and NGOs in executing the freedoms and rights guaranteed in Article 10 of the European Convention, to which is dedicated the next sub-section.

4.3 Who Is a ‘We’? Media and Non-Governmental Organisations as Citizens’ Representatives

It should not be overlooked that the processing of big data is based on mechanisms that allow for dividing individuals into groups that have certain common characteristics. The collective character of the potential discrimination seems to be an inescapable argument, tilting the scale for the possibility of recognising the right to information as an alternative to the tightly restricted right to explanation implemented in the GDPR. The special position of the media and NGOs has been stressed by the ECHR in numerous judgements and has been approached from the functional perspective:

However, the function of creating forums for public debate is not limited to the press. That function may also be exercised by non-governmental organisations, the activities of which are an essential element of informed public debate.70

67. It might be possible to broaden the scope of right to access information: ‘The Court has further emphasised the importance of the right to receive information also from private individuals and legal entities. While political and social news might be the most important information protected by Article 10, freedom to receive information does not extend only to reports of events of public concern, but covers cultural expressions and entertainment as well….”: European Court of Human Rights, Internet: Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, 2011 (update: 2015), at 43 https://bit.ly/2HYhITm (last visited 7 May 2018).

68. ‘The Constitutional Court’s monopoly of information thus amounted to a form of censorship; Társaság a Szabadági jogokért v. Hungary, above n. 53, para. 28.

69. Even though data protection may provide tools that to certain extent allow auditing the processes standing behind automated decision-making, they are mostly of voluntary or self-regulatory character: above-mentioned data-processing impact assessments and codes of conduct or the possibility of establishing certification mechanisms, the latter two not having obligatory character. For presentation of this possibilities see: B.W. Goodman, ‘A Step Towards Accountable Algorithms? Algorithmic Discrimination and the European Union General Data Protection’, 29th Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2016), at 4-S https://bit.ly/2I8Zsf (last visited 7 May 2018).

70. Österreichische Vereinigung zur Erhaltung, Stärkung und Schaffung Eines Wirtschaftlich Gesunden Land- und Forst-Wirtschaftlichen Grundbesitzes v. Austria, above n. 55, para. 34. See also: ‘However, the realisation of this function is not limited to the media or professional journalists. In the present case, the preparation of the forum of public debate was conducted by a non-governmental organisation. The purpose of the applicant’s activities can therefore be said to have been an essential element of informed public debate’ – Társaság a Szabadági jogokért v. Hungary, above n. 53, para. 27.
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The unique position of media and NGOs in regard to the right to access information is firmly embedded in case law concerning the right to access information. As the actors whose function is enabling and participating in the informed debate, their primary task is to provide the information to the broad public. Therefore, they fulfill the conditions set out by the ECHR in regard to recognition of the right to access information. The judiciary practice of the ECHR continuously recognises a special role of the media and non-governmental organisations as guards of democracy and somehow privileged actors in terms of executing rights included in Article 10 of the European Convention. Not only are they perceived by the ECHR as actors whose mission is to inform the public on most important issues, but they are also legitimised to demand access to public information from the governmental institutions in order to inform broader public. They seem to be the subject most benefiting this function: as they are the representatives of civil society, the impact of their actions should be more fruitful than legal actions undertaken solely by individuals. Moreover, one of the obstacles mentioned in the introduction to this article that limits the transparency of the implemented solutions is the lack of adequate digital literacy of individuals. Specialised NGOs or well-informed journalists could instead act as intermediaries between the individual and the decision makers (or shall we say, decision-making automated solutions).

The presence of such representatives as NGOs is crucial for ensuring fairness and non-discriminatory treatment when applying automated decision-making. The potential of using traditional importance of the media and NGOs in regards to the right to access information allows, as I argue, for the possibility of bringing the issue of automated decision-making to the collective dimension understood as a right to model-centric explanation. Instead of focusing on the explanation of a decision referring to one particular individual, it could focus on the architecture of the system used to determine the automated decision-making rules. It answers the systemic challenges created by the automated decision-making solutions. It provides the organisations representing certain groups with power to question the fairness of the system created to determine automated decision-making solutions. However, even their privileged position should be subjected to certain limitations, which I examine in the next sub-section.

4.4 Limits of Right to Access Information in Digital Space

The consequences of applying Article 10 to algorithms that determine automated decision-making in case of state’s operations bring up the necessity to analyse limitations imposed on the right to information by the European Convention itself. I would argue that the right to access information, as understood by the ECHR, can refer to the state’s areas of activity. The examples of operations included in the scope of this article’s hypothesis could include automated decision-making systems, which determine access to public services (e.g. unemployment benefits).

However, according to Article 10(2) the exercise of freedoms guaranteed by Article 10 may be subject to restrictions prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society, among others, in the interest of national security and public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health, and for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence. In the above-mentioned case Österreichische Vereinigung zur Erhaltung, Stärkung und Schaffung Eines Wirtschaftlichen Gesunden Land- und Forst-Wirtschaftlichen Grundbesitzes v. Austria, the ECHR analysed in detail if the interference with the applicant association’s right to receive and impart information as enshrined in Article 10(1) was justified on grounds offered by Article 10(2), namely, prescribed by law, pursuing one or more of the legitimate aims set out in that paragraph and necessary in a democratic society. The conclusion of the judgement in this aspect may be perceived as a test of conditions that have to be met in order to be able to lawfully refuse providing the information: according to the ECHR, the refusal was prescribed by law and pursued


72. It is worth to note that in the Art. 80 of the GDPR the conditions that the organisation representing the individual has to meet include: ‘...and is active in the field of the protection of data subjects’ rights and freedoms with regard to the protection of their personal data’. This element may limit the number of organisations that would be allowed to represent the individuals in cases initiated in order to ensure the execution of the right to explanation based on the GDPR’s provisions – Art. 80(1), above n. 3.

73. Moreover, it is necessary to admit that the analysis is partly inspired by a ruling of the Polish Voivodship Administrative Court in Warsaw, which decided that algorithms could be treated as public information and which was initiated by the Polish non-governmental organisation Panotykon. The case regarded algorithms that are involved in providing services for the unemployed. It allowed dividing them into three groups, which determined the scope of support granted to each individual. The administrative court decided that the mechanism that formed the basis for the classification should be revealed according to the regulations concerning public information. Judgement of WSA in Warsaw, II SAB/Wa 1012/15, 5 April 2016. Moreover, recently the case concerning the access to the algorithm determining the System of Random Allocation of Cases has been initiated: K. Izdebski, ‘Algorithms of Fairness’, Medium, 15 February 2018 https://bit.ly/2GeO7zH (last visited 30 July 2018). In the moment of preparing this article, the outcome of the proceeding has been unknown.

74. Nišlak, Sztandar-Sztanderska & Szymelewicz, above n. 15.

75. Art. 10(2), above n. 7.

76. Österreichische Vereinigung zur Erhaltung, Stärkung und Schaffung Eines Wirtschaftlichen Gesunden Land- und Forst-Wirtschaftlichen Grundbesitzes v. Austria, above n. 55.

77. The catalogue of the legitimate aims is included in the Art. 10(2): ‘The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.’ Art. 10(2), above n. 7.
the legitimate aims. However, it was not considered by the ECHR as necessary in a democratic society:

the reasons relied on by the domestic authorities in refusing the applicant association’s request for access to the Commission’s decisions – though ‘relevant’ – were not ‘sufficient’. While it is not for the Court to establish in which manner the Commission could and should have granted the applicant association access to its decisions, it finds that a complete refusal to give it access to any of its decisions was disproportionate.78

Tensions between the technological possibilities offered in areas such as health insurance (e.g. adjusting an offer) or crime prevention and the execution of the right to information are impossible to avoid. Time will show how the ECHR will resolve the issue of setting the boundaries between the right to access information and the state’s justified interests to protect its activities. Nevertheless, the outcome of the test of conditions that should be met when justifying the refusal of information applied in Österreichische Vereinigung zur Erhaltung, Stärkung und Schaffung eines Wirtschaftlich Gesunden Land- und Forst-Wirtschaftlichen Grundbesitzes v. Austria79 proves that the condition of being ‘necessary in a democratic society’ included in Article 10(2) may lead to possible restrains of the right to access information.

5 Conclusions: The Right to Access Information and the Rule of Law in the Digital Space

The necessity to rethink what is information and how it should be treated is growing because of the spreading of automated decision-making technologies and big data analyses. Moreover, the datasets used for such analyses are constantly growing, and ‘the Big Data of today can easily become the little data of tomorrow’.80 There is a strong need to confront the methods applied to such analyses with the general prohibition on discrimination, which is crucial to ensure the democratic fundaments of European countries. As Hildebrandt claims,

The Rule of Law aims to create an institutional environment that enables us to foresee the legal effect of what we do, while further instituting our agency by stipulating that such effect is contestable in a court of law – also against big players (…). Such a – procedural – conception of the Rule of Law implies that both automation and autonomies should be constraint in ways that open them up to scrutiny [emphasis of the author] and render their computational judgements liable to being nullified as a result of legal proceedings.81

The usage of right to access information could ‘open up to scrutiny’ at least certain automated decision-making solutions and provide the citizens with the answers whether the decisions that are made in their cases have been taken on grounds, which include potentially discriminatory criteria. The ongoing digital transformation seems to leave no time for the adequate lex speciali regulatory solutions to develop. Therefore, it is worth considering if the ones already existing cannot provide us with innovative answers to the new challenges, using their dynamic interpretation. I argue that when facing the challenges created by the automated decision-making solutions, the existing right to information can serve as a way of improving the current state of the art. Rethinking the character of the right to access information in the light of the debate on the right to explanation may be seen as a step towards an updated, dynamic interpretation of a well-known human rights acts’ provision. In absence of solutions focused strictly on automated decision-making technologies, the right to access information sets the fundaments for a technologically neutral regulatory framework that may prove to be useful when preventing discriminatory treatment by technological solutions, which few seem to understand whilst all may be subjected to their decisions.

78. Österreichische Vereinigung zur Erhaltung, Stärkung und Schaffung eines Wirtschaftlich Gesunden Land- und Forst-Wirtschaftlichen Grundbesitzes v. Austria, above n. 55, para. 47.

79. Ibid.
